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1 Festival revs up

wenty-three ewes, rams, and lambs will
be shown and sold at the third annual
All Breeds Sale at the Maryland Sheep &
Wool Festival this May, with consignors from
California, Delaware, Maryland, Michigan, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
and Rhode Island.

Animals purchased at the auction may leave
the fairgrounds immediately following the sale.
Health papers will be supplied.
Details about each animal are available in the sale
catalog, at www.bannersheepmagazine.com, and
in the April issue of Banner Sheep Magazine.

Two Romney ewe lambs, Little Hooves Romneys
and Smiling Sheep Farm
Natural Colored (NC) Romney ewe lamb, Little
Hooves Romneys
White Border Leicester yearling ewe, Maybe
Tomorrow Farm
White Border Leicester ewe lamb, Wooly Wonders
Nat colored Border Leicester ram, Wooly
Wonders
White Lincoln yearling ewe, Locust Grove
White Lincoln ewe lamb, Liberty Farms
Two NC Lincoln yearling ewes, Locust Grove
NC Lincoln yearling ram, Locust Grove
NC Lincoln ram lamb, Liberty Farms
NC Lincoln ewe lamb, Liberty Farms
Two White Merino ewe lambs, Mendenhall Wool
Ranch
White Merino ram lamb, Mendenhall Wool Ranch
NC finewool yearling ewe, Wil-Hi Farm
NC Merino ewe lamb, Mendenhall Wool Ranch
NC medium wool yearling ram, RJR Sheep
Two NC medium wool yearling ewes, RJR Sheep
NC (moorit) longwool ewe lamb, Wooly Wonders
Karakul ewe lamb, Pine Lane Farm
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he well-oiled machine of volunteers that IS
the Maryland Sheep & Wool Festival entered
second gear on March 30 with a kickoff dinner
and meeting at the Howard County Fairgrounds.

Festival packets
Festival 43:
were distributed,
coordinators gave
Here we go!
reports, and all the
outstanding little nuts, bolts, and washers that
remained to be added were reviewed—everything
from instructions on the handwashing stations
(“Keep pumping to get the water flowing!”) to
the new online app for volunteer signup (71 of
401 one-hour slots filled on March 30!)
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Get ready for the whole thing to whirr into life
the first week of May!

Behind a table
full of bagged
materials
for event
coordinators,
volunteers dig
into dinner
at the kickoff
meeting.

President’s
Message
Lee Langstaff
2016 MSBA President

I

t’s Spring! Winter took a pretty good shot at us,
and March did its usual lion and lamb thing.
Many of us have—or are about to have—lambs
on the ground and romping about. Shearing
is in full swing. Udders and wool bags are full
or filling. We’re exhilarated by new life, new

production, new prospects for the coming show
season, and swelling inventory, depending on our
particular perspectives. This time of year we are a
community that reflects the full-life combination
of physical exhaustion, spring-inspired energy,
and optimism. Hard work mixed with lifeaffirming rewards is the nature of things for
shepherds this time of year.
And, this is also the time of year that MSBA
shines! Our flagship activities all occur within
this 3-month period: Shearing School in April;
the Sheep & Wool Festival in May; and the Wool
Pool in June. Preparations for all are well under
way. We can be proud of these events—and let
me express gratitude for the efforts of those who
participate in making them happen. They benefit
all of us, whether directly or indirectly, and help
define us as a community.
As I attend meetings and communicate with
various of you on the phone or email about these
activities, I am so impressed by the range of skills,
energies, generosity, knowledge, commitment,
and can-do attitudes I encounter. Some of our
members are actively involved in the success of all
three of these events and we are so very fortunate
to have you in our midst! Others find the time
to bring us their support to any one or other of
them—and we gratefully accept and value your
involvement. These are the key events through
which we fulfill our purpose as an organization.
In her most recent (and New York Times bestselling) book Knitlandia,* knitting and yarn guru
Clara Parkes says of our Festival: “This is where
the culture of sheep and wool, in its essence, is
celebrated and passed on from one generation
to the next.” Later she writes: “Whether in the
show ring or in the adjacent barns, the sheep are
the real beauty of Maryland Sheep and Wool….
What began as a showcase for educating people
about sheep and sheep products remains exactly
that….” She concludes this chapter on our
Festival by saying: “Perhaps the best thing about
Maryland Sheep and Wool is that it takes place
over not one but two days. Those who come for
just one day must squeeze it all in, the hysteria,
the ambling, the stupor. But spread over two
days, it becomes something else entirely—a deep,
quiet, and enduring rite of spring.”
Shepherds are no strangers to rites of spring, and
isn’t it nice to know that MSBA has, over the
42 years of the Festival, created such a sheepcentric rite for others? I certainly think so! I look
forward to seeing them and many of you at any
or all of these events.
Happy Spring!		
—Lee
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*Knitlandia. Clara Parkes. STC Craft, New York, 2016.
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lternative feed for sheep? Doh! I mean
dough! I hate to sound like an old geezer
yearning for the past, but I fondly remember
going to the Southern States in Woodbine and
getting them to grind up a load of Betty Gray’s
sheep formula. That’s what I fed my Dorsets, and
they did great. Although it seemed like it wasn’t
dirt cheap, it was affordable.
As time passed, prices inevitably rose and I
started adding whole corn that I would get from
a local big farming endeavor that ran its own
grain storage and milling operation. I could go
and weigh in, load up, weigh out, pay up and
scoot. With me
Alternative doing all the end
I was able to
feeds...from labor
get whole corn as
Sutton Place inexpensively as
possible.

Gourmet?

I kept adding more
corn to the Betty Gray sweet mix, to where I
finally converted to just feeding the sheep whole
corn. It got to be an economic necessity: like
most shepherds, I didn’t expect to get rich, but I
also wanted the sheep to be working for me and
not the other way around.
At some point, when fuel prices spiked and
farms had to keep raising the price of corn, I was
wracking my brain for alternative approaches to
keeping the critters fed. I was told to feed barley
but it was not in vogue in my area and driving to
load up would have negated any cost advantage.
I tried corn screenings one winter but availability
and quality were a problem. One winter I fed
silage but I was always nervous about the blobs
of mold. Plus, it tended to spoil pretty fast so I
was spending a lot of time in transit picking up a
trailer-load every week.

Management
I was about to give up, when my brilliant bride
suggested I run the loaves through a chipper/
shredder I had bought a few years earlier. I
didn’t use it too much because on branches and
limbs, when it wasn’t shaking your fillings out,
it was rearranging your cellular structure from
the noise. But, boy howdy! It tore up bread like
it was meant to be. I try to think of similar
simple pleasures and come up with mostly acts of
random destruction only an adolescent boy would
appreciate.

Peter Austin is Secretary
of MSBA; he raises sheep in
Montgomery County.

Once the bread was blasted to a manageable
consistency, the sheep readily tore into it when
it was mixed in with their customary grub. I
approached a wonderful French bakery not far
from the farm and started taking away their
unsold goods. There was also a Pepperidge Farm
outlet that routinely had too many loaves that
were on the ragged edge of going moldy. I must’ve
looked a sight. I’d call ahead to see if they had an
abundance, then I’d pull in with my old VW van
and load up with maybe 500 or so loaves. It’s not
what you’d call traditional farm work, but it was
right handy to have children to help unwrap.

Then one day my friend Wally showed up. His
mom lived in Washington, D.C., just around
the corner from a Sutton Place Gourmet store.
You don’t meet a man like Wally every day. He
is a passionate environmentalist, a humanist
misanthrope, a preservationist, and a militant
dumpster-diver. Also one of the smartest, most
intellectually curious people I’ve ever met.

I also had a retired neighbor who I took shameless
advantage of. I’d set up the bread and the barrels
and go on to other tasks. I’d come back and
the bread would be unwrapped and loaded into
the barrels with embarrassing precision. I felt
bad because once the bread went through the
shredder, the poor man’s mathematical efforts
were exploded into an amorphous mass. Likewise
with the fancy, exquisite pastries: Once they
entered the shredder’s maw, the care and expertise
of five generations of French talent were reduced
to the unrecognizable
form and lowly status
of animal feed.

Every time he visited his mom he’d visit the
Sutton Place Gourmet dumpster and load up on
whatever he could repurpose. When he dropped
in on me his beat-up station wagon was loaded to
the gunnels with the fanciest loaves of bread you
could ever find, which were tossed if they hadn’t
been sold fresh. Wally told me his neighbor gives
the bread to his cows so maybe my sheep could
make use of it. I threw some loaves out on the
field and the sheep sort of pushed them around,
nibbled a bit, and then lost interest.

It’s been well over
20 years since Wally
dumped that load of
bread on me, and I’ve
refined the process over
the years. I still use the
same chipper-shredder,
but I’ve had to repair
and replace many of
its non-indestructible
components. I have
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Image by Barbara Klein,
of Nancy Cox Starkey’s Kep

An elegant presentation of
the ewes’ next meals, prior
to processing.
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Peter prepares to break
bread.

for quite some
time fed the
critters only
a mix that is
predominantly
bread. The
chickens get
more whole
corn added in.
The sheep get
corn added in
plus alfalfa that
I glean from
the barn floor
of a friend who
supplies highpriced hay to
the equestrian community. I go in with lawn
trash bags and scoop up alfalfa leaves from the
floor and if there’s a broken bale, I’ll take that too
and pay up a gratuity at the end of the season.
The sweepings are free—and 90% leaf.
During the warm seasons, once the bread is
processed it has to be dried out, or within a day
it starts to ferment. If left too long, it turns into a
science experiment that will curl your hair. I have
two trampolines that I use to sun dry the mix.
After a day in the sun the dried product will last
for weeks.
As always when introducing a sheep or lamb
to new feed, it’s necessary to be as gradual
as possible. Once their digestive system has
acclimated, they do great and lick their bowls
clean.

Below, the bread crumbs
are spread out to dry on the
trampoline. At right, the
flock enjoys the meal.
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speak on alternative feeds. I wrote him a letter
describing my system and I said I looked forward
to meeting him. When I introduced myself and
presented a baggie of my feed he showed as much
interest and curiosity as if I were extending to
him a scat on a paper plate. I generally revere
the ivory towers of academe, but the reception
I received from this credentialed monolith was
underwhelming.
I’m one of Wally’s acolytes. I hate to see waste
and bread is a product that flows to the landfill
in lamentable abundance. Sometimes I go to a
food-for-the-hungry warehouse for bread and
they implore me to find anyone else who can take
it off their hands. I have in the course of my years
of raising and selling lambs, repurposed tons and
tons of bread. I do it because I’m a penny-pincher
and I do it because I hate to see a great resource
go to waste.
I am fortunate to have a lifestyle that
accommodates the time and effort it takes to
process and dole out “free” feed to my critters.
It’s not for everyone, but had I been closedminded and dismissive (like the professor) I
would have missed out on a great opportunity to
reduce waste, save money, and feed the hungry.
—Peter Austin
For a scientific study on feeding bread to sheep
(the Australians wouldn’t have sneered at Peter’s
feeding strategy), see: The Use of Bakery Wastes
in Feedlot Rations For Sheep. Anim. Prod.
Aust. 2002 Vol. 24: 89-92, www.asap.asn.au/
livestocklibrary/2002/hethrington1B.pdf

I sent a sample of just the bread meal to be
analyzed; the TDN (total digestible nutrients)
registered at 85.28%. Crude protein was 12.15%.
Crude fat was 4.27%. I figure that adding the
alfalfa and corn boosts the integrity of the mix.
I’ve heard that pigs fed on an exclusively bread
diet produce meat that is bland and featureless.
I have not found that to be the case with my
formula, probably because grass and hay still
constitute the bulk of their intake.
At a Maryland Sheep Breeders Association
workshop, a highly respected academic came to
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ore than 600 producers attended
the Virginia Forage and Grassland
Council’s winter forage conferences on four
days in January, to learn more about one of
the most reliable, drought-resistant, heavygrazing tolerant, extreme-temperaturetolerant, pest-resistant pasture grasses—that
is costing cattle producers nationwide a
billion dollars a year in lost production.
There are no figures on what it costs sheep
producers.
The grass? Kentucky 31 tall fescue.
Many already know the basic story of this
ubiquitous plant, which today is found widely
from Maryland to Kansas and Georgia to
Oklahoma. Discovered on a Kentucky hillside
in 1931 by a professor, it was released in 1943

as an improved species that thrived where
other cool-season perennial grasses were not
well adapted.

The dirt on
Problems arose soon afterward. In the
1950s cattle producers with Kentucky
fescue: hardy,
31 pastures reported cattle with extreme
lameness and sloughing of ear tips, tails,
productive,
and even hooves in cold weather, poor
—and toxic
weight gain, reproductive problems, and
in hot weather, heavy hair coats and
reluctance to graze. Almost 20 years later,
researchers identified the source of the
problems: a fungus that lived in the fescue
produced ergot alkaloids, a toxin affecting
multiple species, including sheep and horses.
“Understanding how ergot alkaloids affect
animal tissues has been difficult,” said USDA
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scientist Glen Aiken in January, “because the
biological processes and the chemistry of ergot
alkaloids are extremely complex.” But in the
past 15 years, he said, better tools and intensive
research have advanced understanding of fescue
toxicosis.
The endophyte at home
Fungi or bacteria that live within a plant (without
causing apparent disease) are called endophytes.
The endophyte in Kentucky 31 fescue,
Neotyphodium coenophialum, spends
its entire life cycle within the plant (it
doesn’t shed spores that infect other
plants). Thriving between the plant cells,
it imparts to its host protection against a
range of stress factors—including insects,
disease, drought stress, and consumption
by herbivores, while using the plant’s
reproductive process to proliferate.
Ergovaline is the toxic alkaloid that N.
coenophialum produces.

Top: A micrograph of the
endophyte (the squiggle
between the layers) of
a fescue stem [photo
courtesy of Ho-Jong Ju
and Nichols S. Hill];
Below: the life cycle of
the endophyte [American
Scientist]. Figure 1, right
top: Alkaloid content
of Shenandoah Valley
pastures; Figure 2 right
bottom: Alkalid content by
growth stage (bars represent
standard deviation of the
mean)

In the cool spring weather the endophyte
is concentrated in the base of the plant
(but not the roots). It rises into grass
parts as the season advances, then enters
the rapidly elongating stems, then the
seedhead. The infected seeds fall to the
ground and germinate, and the fungus
then moves into the young shoots of the new
plant.
The levels of ergot alkaloid produced in
fescue are dynamic—they vary with season,

pasture conditions, and weather. (Ideal pasture
conditions, with good moisture and nitrogen,
also are favorable for the fungus.) The threshold
level of toxicity is subject to some debate, said
Virginia Cooperative Extension crop and soil
agent Matt Booher, with most experts agreeing
that it is less than 1,000 parts per billion (ppb).
How high are these levels in typical pastures?
Booher and Augusta County (Virginia) animal
science agent John Benner set out over two
summers (2013 and 2014) to quantify endophyte
levels at 25 farms in Virginia’s Shenandoah
Valley. They sampled forage in the fescue-based
pastures every 2 to 3 weeks in spring, and
monthly after that.
“We sampled pastures in a way that mimicked
the animals’ selection of plant parts,” Booher
reported, watching to see where the cattle
preferred to graze, and including in the sample all
the plant parts the cows were seen to consume as
the grazing season progressed.
Testing of the forage revealed high levels of
the toxin (Figure 1). Testing over the grazing
season of the plant parts the cattle consumed
provides another map of toxin consumption in
this study (Figure 2). The nutritional value of
the fescue—its protein and energy content—also
drops quickly as seedheads emerge, which further
reduces weight gains that cattle or sheep could
achieve on such pasture.
Health effects
What happens when sheep and cattle consume
toxic levels of the ergot alkaloids?
Research shows that such exposure causes
constriction of blood vessels and depressed
production of the hormone prolactin. Adverse
results include increased heat stress, reduced
growth and reproductive performance, and
decreased fetal growth and milk production.
Vasoconstriction. Scientists at the University of
Missouri were the first to determine that small
arteries and veins constrict when exposed to
ergot alkaloids. (A protein receptor in the blood
vessels binds with the alkaloid, resulting in
narrowing of the vessel.) The constriction reduces
blood flow to skin, preventing the dissipation
of heat and increasing core body temperatures.
In hot weather, cattle and sheep will remain in
shady areas (cattle will also stand in ponds and
streams), instead of grazing (and gaining weight).
Research at Clemson University also shows
reduced motility of sperm in bulls.
In cold weather, reduced blood flow to the
extremities can result in frostbite, with cattle
losing tails, ears, and even hooves.
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A study with lambs documented a dramatic
difference in grazing patterns in two groups—one
pastured on endophyte-free (E-) forage, and the
second on endophyte-infected (E+) pasture. The
lambs on the E+ fescue pasture remained in the
shade during the day, while the other group of
lambs grazed.
Prolactin suppression. Prolactin, known as the
“milk hormone,” is necessary for the development
of the mammary gland and production of
milk, release of testosterone, development of
blood vessels, and recent research provides
evidence that it is important in other aspects of
growth and development, as well as aiding in
thermoregulation (the process of maintaining
body temperature).
Similar to the process causing constriction of
blood vessels, the alkaloids bind to receptors
in the pituitary gland, inhibiting secretion of
prolactin. In cattle, evidence shows the lowered
hormone levels interfere with control of hair
growth: winter coats shed, Dr. Aiken said, but
summer coats continue to grow long, adding to
the animals’ heat stress. Milk production in dairy
cows can be cut almost in half.
A Clemson study of pregnant ewes fed endophyteinfected fescue seed showed dramatic effects on
fetal growth. The control group of ewes received
endophyte-free tall fescue seed in a complete
ration; the second group received endophyteinfected seed in that ration, beginning at 35 days
of pregnancy. Testing at days 50 and 135 showed
lowered levels of prolactin in the ewes on the E+
diet.
Birth weight of E+ lambs was 37% less than Elambs—a striking difference. Gestation length
for the E+ ewes was shorter. The study also
concluded that ergot alkaloids altered skeletal
muscle formation in the fetal lambs, which would

reduce postnatal growth.
A follow-up study
underway this year at
Clemson will measure
in vivo constriction and
blood flow in the uterine
and umbilical arteries of
pregnant ewes.
Other research shows
that ergot alkaloids also
can cause reproductive
problems in rams. A
2006 study of ram
lambs fed E+ fescue
seed showed that sperm
numbers and sperm
motility were decreased.
Similar problems have
been documented in
bulls. “In a race that
requires sprinters, these
sperm were barely walkers,” said a researcher
from Southern Illinois University, referring to her
work with infected bulls.
Do you have a problem?
If fescue has always been in your pastures, with
your flock always dependent upon it for forage,
the costs in lost productivity may be hard to
gauge.
If conception rates and lamb birth weights are
low despite good management, ewes’ milk does
not let down for several days (particularly during
fall lambing), lamb rate of gain is disappointing,
and your neighbors’ sheep are out grazing in the
summer sun while yours lie panting in the barn,
endophyte-infected fescue might be reducing
flock productivity.

The dam of the lamb at
top was exposed to toxic
fescue seed from day 35 of
pregnancy to parturition:
birth weight 5.72 pounds.
The dam of the lamb at
bottom (birth weight 9.24
pounds) consumed an
endophyte-free diet. [Image
courtesy Susan K. Duckett,
Ph.D., PAS Ernest
L. Corley Jr. Trustees
Endowed Chair, Clemson
University]

Forage testing (clipping a representative
sample of stems from across the pasture) can
provide you with some hard data. Two forage
labs that can perform the test are: Agrinostics
Ltd. Company, $60 per 20-tiller sample for a
precise antibody test, agrinostics.com/category/
Services-2; Auburn University Fescue Diagnostic
Laboratory, $30-$35 per sample for a staining
test, ag.auburn.edu/enpl/services/fescue.htm.
Query them about what is included in test results
and how precise the test method is.
Managing toxic fescue

X-ray of a healthy hoof, left, and a hoof affected by
vasoconstriction from alkaoids, showing absence of
blood vessels in the hoof structure. [Image courtesy
Matt Booher, Virginia Cooperative Extension]
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Dilution, avoidance, and removal and
replacement are the strategies for solving the
problems of endophyte-infected fescue. Here are
some of them.
• Dilute pastures with other forage species. Red
and white clover, lespedeza, other cool-season
grasses, and forbs (such as chickory). Forage
7

Management 

diversity is a good goal on its own, and adding
other species that can compete with the fescue
and provide other dining options for the flock
will help reduce intake of the alkaloids.
• Don't overgraze. Kentucky 31 can take it (and
sheep will be eating lower fescue stems, where the
endophyte is concentrated); other pasture species
can't, and fescue will dominate your stand.
• Suppress fescue seedhead formation by mowing
or spraying. Clipping pastures to maintain
vegetative growth is a good management practice
for most pasture species, anyway. Preventing
development of endophyte-filled fescue seeds and
new fescue seedlings from emerging will help
decrease the dominance of this tough grass.

A good read,
"Living With
Endophyte Infected
Tall Fescue," by
Jim Garrish, is at
the On Pasture
website: onpasture.
com/2016/01/04/
living-withendophyte-infectedtall-fescue/

• Dilute alkaloid levels by providing
supplemental feed. A study by Dr. Aiken shows
that adding soy hulls (along with estrogenic
implants) in cattle grazing Kentucky 31
fescue decreases toxicity and improves gains.
Supplementing ewes’ with soy hulls or good hay
will reduce their intake of fescue.
• Remove animals from infected pastures prior
to breeding and through pregnancy, if you have
alternative pastures available.
• Remove animals from infected pastures before
summer, and manage the stand for stockpiled
winter grazing, when the endophyte levels are
lowest. This will eliminate exposure to the
infected forage when alkaloid levels are high, and
help cut winter hay bills, for fescue retains forage
quality well through the winter.

Image on page 5 (and
below) from Fribourg,
H. A., D. B. Hannaway,
and C. P. West (ed.). Tall
Fescue for the Twenty-first
Century. Agron. Monog.
53. ASA, CSSA, SSSA.
Madison, WI. Reproduced
with permission.
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• Kill the fescue and replace it with improved
fescue varieties or other pasture species. MaxQ
is a fescue that contains a novel (“friendly”)
endophyte that does not produce ergot alkaloids;
studies indicate it has more persistence than the
endophyte-free varieties (including BarOptima
Plus E34 and Kentucky 32) that have been
developed.
Additional novel endophyte varieties are being
developed by public and private plant breeders,
which will be matched to specific climates.
Replacing infected fescue pastures takes time
and money. One method, “spray-smother-spray,”
calls for spraying herbicide in the spring, then
planting a summer annual (such as pearl millet)
to smother fescue plants that survived the first
spraying. The millet provides good hot-weather
forage; at the end of summer the field is sprayed
again, followed by seeding new grass varieties.
The second method is to mow to prevent
seedhead formation in the summer, then spray
twice in the fall, followed by no-till seeding of
new species at that time.

Individual animal genetics also play a role. As
sheep producers know from adventures with
internal parasites, some animals just cope better
with adversity. Research presented at the forage
conference shows that some cattle fare better than
others after consuming Kentucky 31 fescue. A
genetic test has been developed to identify that
ability, and selecting animals that can better
handle the challenge can be an important tool.
The attendees of the VFGC forage conference
were primarily beef producers. There are 92
million cattle in this country and 5 million sheep.
We know more about the effects of endophyteinfected fescue on our “minor species” because
sheep serve as a more economical model for
studies of ergot alkaloids.
There’s no genetic test for alkaloid tolerance
in sheep, but all the other statistics that we
routinely keep for ewe and ram performance
can tell us which bloodlines and individuals
are doing best in their environment. For most
farm flock owners, however, mitigating fescue
toxicosis through good management and pasture
renovation is the best model for improved animal
health and flock productivity.
—Martha Polkey
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SBA will sponsor a three-day ASI Wool
Classing School at the Maryland State
Fairgrounds June 21-23, providing students
with the opportunity for training to meet Level
I requirements of the American Sheep Industry
(ASI) Association’s Certified Wool Classing
Program. Dr. Ron Pope, raw wool services
consultant with ASI, will teach the school.

different types of wool, how to package and
market wool to get the best price. Participants
must successfully pass a test on the material
presented during the course before moving on
to Level II. Those wishing to meet Level II
requirements must class additional wool under
the supervision of a Level II, III Classer or
warehouseman.

Dr. Pope helped develop and instruct the
Class size is limited to 25 people. Cost is $125
Certified Wool Classer Program from 1991-1996
per person. Contact Linda Shane by June 2 to
as Director of Raw Wool
register for the classing
Services for ASI. He has
school. Email her at
Wool classing
continued marketing U.S.
lshane@carr.org or write her:
wool and quality preparation school June 21-23 480 Cove Road, Accident,
for the past 20 years. The
Maryland 21520.
school is being held in conjunction with the
The registration fee includes a resource notebook,
Maryland Wool Pool June 22.
DVDs on shearing and wool handling, and other
The school will be at the Maryland State
materials. Bring payment with you to the first
Fairgrounds, 2200 York Road, Luthervilleday of the classing school—check, money order,
Timonium, Maryland 21090, starting at 9 a.m.
or cash (no credit cards), made payable to ASI.
Tuesday and Thursday and 8 a.m. on Wednesday.
A list of hotels can be found on the Maryland
Participants will learn the fundamentals of wool
State Fair website: www.marylandstatefair.com.
growth and development, how to identify the

Management
Calendar
Apr. 15-16

Sheep Shearing
School, Ridgely
Thompson Farm,
Westminster. Class
full.
mdsheepshearing
school@gmail.com

May 2-3

VFGA Grazing
School, Raphine, Va.
vaforages.com

May 5

Nominations due
for Virginia Tech
Southwest Agriculture
Research and
Extension Center Ram
Test. www.apsc.vt.edu/
extension/sheep/
swarec-ram-program/
index.html

June 21-23

Maryland Wool
Classing School,
Timonium. lshane@

image courtesy https://lagill6.wordpress.com

T

he Virginia Forage and Grassland Council’s
2016 Grazing School is set for May 2 and 3
at the Shenandoah Valley Agricultural Research
& Extension Center in Raphine, Virginia.
Designed with beginning and experienced
producers in mind, this 2-day intensive course
will teach you everything you need to know to
better manage grazing on your farm:
• basic pasture management,
• grazing management,
• designing a rotational grazing system,
• fencing and watering options,
• strategies to extend
the grazing season,
• matching forage
quality and animal
needs, and
creating a forage
budget.
You will have handson opportunities
Participants will learn
to use a grazing stick to
assess forage.
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to work with grazing tools, try out fencing
materials, and practice allocating pasture to
livestock. On the final day of the school you can
sit down with our instructors to begin developing
a custom grazing plan for your farm.
Course is limited to 30
participants. Cost for the
2-day school is $75 before
April 18, $100 after April
18. Fee includes course
materials, two lunches and
a dinner.

Grazing
School
May 2-3

A PDF of the brochure and registration form
is available at: vaforages.org/wp-content/
uploads/2016/02/2016-VFGC-Grazing-SchoolBrochure-1.pdf. To register, mail your completed
registration form with check to VFGC, 3599
Indian Oak Road, Crewe, VA 23930.
Need Scrapie Tags?
If you live in Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, or Virginia, contact Chris Helbig, USDA
APHIS Office, Richmond, Virginia, 1-804343-2569
Have your 5-digit APHIS farm number, and
the number on the last tag you have, at hand.
Tags come in batches of 20; there is no cost.
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National news
& views

M

any issues were discussed during the course
of the multi-day American Sheep Industry
Association annual meeting this past January
in Phoenix, Arizona. I attended the American
Goat Federation meeting, the American Lamb
Board meeting, various committee and council
meetings, the ASI Director’s Information Session,
and the ASI Director’s meeting. In this report,
I’ll cover the topics/issues that I think are most
important to Maryland producers.
Veterinary Feed Directive

Susan Schoenian
ASI representative

The Veterinary Feed Directive (VFD) was one
of the most important topics of discussion at the
2016 ASI Convention. Speakers addressed
the topic in several sessions. The VFD will
have a large effect on some producers and
little to no effect on other producers.
As of January 1, 2017, veterinary prescriptions
will be required for those antibiotics (which
are important to human medicine) that are
included in the feed or added to the drinking
water of livestock. In order to get a prescription,
there must be a valid veterinarian-client-patient
relationship. In other words, the veterinarian
must visit and be familiar with the farm.
The only antibiotic that is currently FDAapproved for inclusion in sheep feeds is
aureomycin (tetracycline). It is approved to
feed to ewes to prevent abortions. According to
knowledgeable sheep veterinarians, the labeled
dosage is insufficient to prevent abortions. A
higher dose is usually fed. However, the new
regulations will not allow the extra-label use of
any of the affected drugs. Extra-label includes
using a drug at a dosage that is different from the
label.
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Aureomycin is also approved to feed to lambs
to improve growth and feed efficiency. FDA
will no longer allow this practice. If in order for
these products to be fed, the labels will need to
be changed from growth promotion to disease
prevention. ASI’s PERC Council, of which
I am a member, recently approved funds for
research and education efforts associated
with developing new label claims for feeding
antimicrobials to sheep.

The new VFD will also change how some
antibiotics are marketed. Certain over-the-counter
(OTC) drugs administered through drinking
water will be transitioning to prescription (Rx)
status. Nothing will change how these drugs
are regulated, but producers will need to get a
veterinary prescription (and have a veterinarianclient-patient relationship) in order to use them.
Sulfa drugs (e.g. Di-Methox™, Sulmet™) are
commonly used to treat coccidiosis in small
ruminants. They will no longer be available
OTC. The new regulations do not apply to
ionophores (e.g. Bovatec®), coccidiostats (e.g.
Deccox®), anthelmintics (e.g. Cydectin® or
Ivomec®), or antibiotics given by injection, bolus,
tablet, or drench. If an antibiotic is fed or put
in the drinking water, it is affected by the new
regulations. If it is injected, it is not (yet!).
Working dog liability insurance
Working dog liability insurance (WDLI) was
unveiled at the ASI convention. WDLI will
provide liability insurance for herding dogs and
guardian dogs. Most farm and ranch insurance
policies currently exclude working dogs or dogs
that “may show aggressive tendencies,”
leaving farmers and ranchers with no
liability protection for these dogs. Premiums
for WDLI will be as low as $100, depending
upon each producer’s situation. Additional
dogs can be as low as $25. To learn more go to:
workingdogliabilityinsurance.com. WDLI is
managed and serviced by Food & Fiber Risk
managers.
Sheep Production Handbook
The 8th edition of the Sheep Production
Handbook will soon be available (after April 1).
The handbook is the gold standard of resources
for sheep producers. It is often used as a textbook
in sheep production classes. The price of the new
handbook is $90. The new edition will include a
flash drive which will include the contents of the
book. The book can be purchased from ASI at
sheepusa.org/shop.
U.S. Lamb Resource Center
The U.S. Lamb Resource Center was introduced
at the American Lamb Board meeting. The
web site (LambResourceCenter.com) includes a
resource database that can be downloaded as an
Excel file. The New Lamb Resource Center was
funded by check-off dollars.
Best Management Practices
Productivity improvement is one of the four
goals of the Sheep industry Roadmap Project.
Increasing reproductive efficiency of U.S.
sheep flocks has been identified as a priority of
Copyright Maryland Sheep News, April 2016

productivity improvement. A set of productivity
best management practices that focus on
increasing the U.S. lamb crop is currently
being developed. Best Practices to Increase Your
Lamb Crop is a new fact sheet that highlights
12 best management practices that will help
sheep producers gain efficiency and improve
profitability.
Because production systems vary, it is suggested
that most sheep producers should be able to
adopt at least three best management practices.
Each of the best management practices will be
the focus of a more detailed fact sheet that will
be available in 2016 at LambResourceCenter.
com. I have been tasked with writing one of the
fact sheets (culling underperforming ewes).
Ram Buying Guide
The new Ram Buyer’s Guide was distributed
by the National Sheep Improvement Program
(NSIP). The new 14-page guide helps
commercial producers select rams. It contains
worksheets that walk producers through the
steps of evaluating their flocks' performance and
setting performance goals. The guide explains
how EBVs can be used when purchasing rams.

I

n January I had the pleasure of experiencing my
first ASI convention. I learned a lot.

On January 28 I attended the Wool Recognition
Lunch and the Wool Council meeting. Here are a
few key points of interest to MSBA members.
• The National Make it with Wool group has
created a Facebook page and Instagram account
under the hash tag #NTLMIWW. They host
competitions in most states—but there is a
glaring gap in our region, with no competitions
in West Virginia, Virginia, or New Jersey. We
hope to see competitions in these states soon.
• At the U.S. Sheep Shearers meeting, a focus
was on phasing out metal ear tags, which pose
a danger to shearers—especially when poorly
or inconsistently placed. The need to increase
consistency in shearer training nationwide was
emphasized; discussion focused on fixes.

Sample worksheets are included for
different types of sheep enterprises.
The guide can be printed from
the NSIP web site at nsip.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/01/
NSIP-Ram-Buying-GuideFINAL-12-21-15.pdf.
Let’s Grow Program
The deadline for the latest (third)
round of funding for the Let’s
Grow Program is April 18. Awards
will be announced by May 20. The American
Sheep Industry has appropriated approximately
$325,000 annually for fiscal years 2015, 2016,
and 2017 to be used by producer groups to
advocate the Let’s Grow mission, which is to
support, promote and ensure the U.S. sheep
industry’s future through the development of
innovative and sustainable initiatives that increase
the productivity, profitability, and growth of the
American sheep industry.
This will further enhance domestic wool and
lamb production. For more information, go to
sheepusa.org/Growourflock_Home.

• The new H2A regulations, issued by the U.S.
Department of Labor (DOL), and affecting
foreign shearers as well as herders, was an
important topic. Western ranchers are concerned
about potential price increases because of the
increased cost of bringing shearers in; DOL is
responding to calls for higher minimum wage
levels to protect worker rights. Meeting attendees
reported that a large region of Colorado faces
serious shearing shortages because an illegal
foreign shearing crew was reprimanded and fined
for failure to follow proper legal channels.
• A brief presentation described international
influences on wool prices. These included the
mulesing debate, as well as increasing market
share competition from India and Malaysia.

Wool update
from the ASI
Convention
Emily Chamelin is
director of the Wool Pool,
on the MSBA Board of
Directors, and a full-time
shearer.

• Several new micron testing technologies are
being developed. The Texas Agrilife Research
Center is developing the Fiberlux machine for
onsite testing of wool clips; it shows
great potential but requires more
testing. Also, the Hettinger Research
Center is working on an app for micron
testing, which uses a scanner to sample
wool. This product is also still in
development, but is showing promise.
• A Let’s Grow grant was awarded to
Montana Ag Development to design
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National Views  and build a new shearing trailer to be used

in western range conditions. The initial cost
estimate on development was low; a request for
more funds to finish the design was granted.
• The Certified Wool Classer Program continues
to develop and adapt. This group is working on
a separate certification for the East Coast that
lowers the on-farm poundage minimum and
increases wool pool amounts that are accepted.
• ASI is attempting to bulk order skirting tables
to resell to producers at cost. These tables are
round and fold down for transport.
• Wool Pool buyers were surveyed about how
well wool pools are sorting and classing their
pools. Recommendations for improvements are
encouraged. Survey results indicate buyers are
generally happy with pool procedures.
On the second day I attended the Young
Entrepreneur Program, targeted toward young
and new producers. It was excellent. (I would
encourage the MSBA to consider a scholarship
program to send qualified individuals to the
convention to take advantage of it).
I was motivated by the great ideas generated
and inspired by the speakers we heard, who are
forging new paths in the sheep industry, finding
new ways to promote lamb and wool, and using
technology to stay relevant. Speakers at this
program included a representative from Superior
Lamb (a huge lamb buyer and processor in the
Midwest that markets local lamb to grocery
stores in the United States), Ashley Yousling (the
producer of the podcast “Woolful”), and one
partner in the new U.S. wool-based company
Duckworth. These individuals are leading the
industry and their ability to evolve and adapt
to the current market conditions and consumer

Marketing

T

he Maryland Wool Pool will be 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. June 22 at the State Fairgrounds in
Timonium.
Join our lanolin-loving band of volunteers! We
always need many extra hands for this event:
students seeking volunteer hours and producers
looking to learn a little more about their wool
clip are welcome to come and help out.
Wool presses are available for use. Bringing your
wool in baled (bales are 250 pounds) will get you
a 5-cent price increase for your wool. Inquiries
on the wool presses are welcome.
You may bring wool from previous years—if it
has been stored properly and doesn’t have any
vermin living in it. (Leave little mouse families
and wren nestlings at home.)
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preferences. Food for thought: If we could
increase the average amount of lamb consumed
by Americans in a year to a half a pound, U.S.
producers could not meet the demand. Such
a small amount could change our industry
dramatically! And here’s a statistic for you: The
average size of a flock in the United States is
only 60 sheep. Most folks in our state and region
think we can’t make a difference because our
flocks are small, but if 60 is the norm, we should
think again.
I also attended our regional caucus. Maryland is
in ASI Region 2, the southern region; we we are
grouped with producers from Virginia, Kentucky,
Georgia, Alabama, Arkansas, Tennessee, and
West Virginia. Each state representative discussed
current happenings; these included seedstock
and starter flock programs, wool pools, shearing
schools, ram tests, webinars and symposiums,
and complaining about parasite issues. We
continue to talk about how great it would be for
the region’s producers to share programming for
webinars and extension content—but it’s still
just an idea. Most southern producers raise hair
sheep; the divide between hair and wool breeders
was noticeable.
I also chose to nominate myself for the Wool
Council Committee and I am tremendously
blessed to have been selected to be on that
Council. So for the next year I’m looking forward
to participating more in ASI and seeing what
doors I can open for Maryland.
This trip was tremendously inspiring and
beneficial for me. I met a lot of folks I’ve heard so
much about and made some great connections.
I hope to see you there (2017 convention is in
Denver) next year!				
			
—Emily Chamelin

Please make sure your wool is dry. Shear your
wool dry and store it out of the elements.
You may bring wool in plastic trash bags with
multiple fleeces per bag (just make sure you sort
by type, separating
Wool pool white-face from black
or mottle-faced fleeces).

date set

You do not need to be
an MSBA member to bring wool to the pool (but
we hope you’ll join!). Any amount of wool are
welcomed. We still don’t buy colored wool. Leave
it at home.
Direct questions abouit the wool pool to Emily
Chamelin-Hickman, wool pool director:
aeriedairy@yahoo.com, 443-244-2702.
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B

y now, you should have received your 2016
Maryland Sheep & Wool Festival catalog,
one of the perks of membership! Here a few
highlights:
• Finnsheep are the featured breed for 2016.
In addition to a showcase tent, there will be a
Finnsheep sheep show on Saturday afternoon in
the Show Ring, special Finnsheep classes and
prizes in the Fleece Show & Sale, and special
Finnsheep prizes in the Skein & Garment
Competition.

Festival
update

• The Bluefaced Leicester
Union will have a National
Bluefaced Leicester Show.
They will be giving a
demonstration on using this special fiber at 2
p.m. on Saturday in the 4-H Hall. There are
also special prizes for Bluefaced Leicester fiber in
the Fleece Show & Sale and Skein & Garment
Competition.
• The American Romney Breeders Association
will hold its regional show.
• Our Ewe Sale has grown into an All Breeds
Sheep Sale and will now include rams and ram
lambs. The sale has moved to Saturday at 6
p.m. Sale animals can be seen in the pre-sale
show on Friday at 7 p.m., as well as in their
pens throughout the day on Saturday. This

News
is a great opportunity to expand your flock. A
complete sale catalog will be available at www.
bannersheepmagazine.com as well as in the April
issue of The Banner Sheep Magazine. Please share
information about our sale with as many others as
you can!

Dates to Note

• The Festival’s first Knit/Crochet-Along for
charity is at 6 p.m. on Saturday in the Pavilion.
We hope this will become an annual event. This
year’s Knit/Crochet-Along is being hosted by the
67 Blankets for Nelson Mandela Day initiative.
If you are coming to the Festival but can’t attend
the Knit/Crochet-Along, you are invited to either
make a blanket or contribute squares to be made
into blankets. Collection boxes will be set up in
the Information Tent and Bingo Hall, as well as
at the Saturday night Spin-In. Yarn donations
in the boxes will also be welcomed. All blankets

May 1. Set-up day

Apr. 19. Lamb Carcass
& Performance Contest
entry deadline.
Apr. 27. Fleece Show &
Sale entry deadline.

May 7 & 8. Festival!
May 25. 7 p.m. Wrap-up
meeting
For more info: office@
sheepandwool.org

FIBER EXPERTS

410-916-5126
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will be distributed to
local charities in the
Greater Baltimore
region. More info is on
our website at http://
sheepandwool.org/
festival/knit-along-forcharity/.

Lamb having a horrible,
no good, very, very bad
day. [Image courtesy Leo
Tammi]

• This year marks
the 20th Anniversary
of the Youth
Conservationist
Program. Past donors
and recipients are
invited to join the newest donors and recipients
in the Show Ring on Sunday after the Parade of
Breeds, for an afternoon of renewing friendships
and fellowship.
• The Fleece Show & Sale will no longer accept
late entries. All entries must be pre-registered and
entry forms received by no later than Wednesday,
April 27, 2016.
• The Shepherds Auction will no longer accept
books and magazines. The auction committee
asks that you be selective in choosing your
items for sale. No junk or yard sale items will be
accepted.

M

any hands are needed to make the Festival
happen. Because the Festival is the flagship
event of the association, MSBA members are
encouraged to lend a hand so that we can
continue to have a wildly successful Festival.

The first
opportunity Volunteer
comes on set- signup? There’s
up day, which
an app for that
this year
is Sunday,
May 1. No prior experience or advance notice
is needed; just show up at the fairgrounds at 10
a.m. and look for someone who looks like they
could use a hand. Activities that day include
setting up sheep pens, distributing straw,
assembling shelves in the t-shirt building, and
more. There is a potluck lunch around noon, so
bring a dish to share.
The Festival will be using the online tool
SignUpGenius to sign up volunteers for activities
ocurring from Wednesday through the end
of the Festival on Sunday. Visit http://www.
signupgenius.com/go/30e0b44afaa2aa1f94-mswf
to sign up for the tasks and time slots that work
best for you. New opportunities may be added so
check back often!

• Entry fees have been eliminated for the Fine
Arts Competition, Sheep Photo Contest, and
Skein & Garment Competition.
I hope you are all able to come and enjoy the
Festival!
—Kris Thorne, MSWF Office Manager

Maryland Sheep News is published four times
a year by the Maryland Sheep Breeders
Association, Inc., and is sent to MSBA members.
See back page for membership application.
Contact the editor for permission
to reprint articles.

Ad Rates
Upcoming MSBA
Board meeting
dates: June 6,
September 12,
December 5, at 7
p.m. The date of the
Annual Meeting &
Dinner is tentatively
set for October
21. Location TBD.
All members are
welcome to attend.
Meeting minutes
are available upon
request: jha111@
verizon.net.
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D

o you sell breeding stock or club lambs?
A membership in MSBA makes a great
thank-you gift for your customers and will
encourage greater participation in the sheep
raising community. We would especia lly like
to
get younger folk
involve
d so we
Give an MSBA
can grow the
membership next generation
of producers.
To purchase a gift membership, just fill out the
membership form on the back cover and write
“A gift from (your name)” at the top and mail
it in along with your check. We will take care
of the rest, including sending the recipient an
acknowledgement of your gift.

Size

Specs (inches)

Price

Full page

7.5 x 9.5

$95, $320/year

Half vert. 3.3 x 9.5
Half horiz. 7.5 x 4.25

$60, $200/year

Third

7.5 x 3

$45, $150/year

Quarter

3.3 x 4.25

$30, $100/year

Biz card

3.3 x 2

$15, $50/year

Classified

230 characters

$10

Acceptable formats: PDF, jpeg.
Issue deadlines for ads and copy:
Winter Dec. 15		
Summer June 25
Spring March 25 Fall Sept. 15
Send copy to :		
Send payment to:
Martha Polkey, Editor Treasurer, MSBA
sheep@budiansky.com 1126 Slingluff Road
New Windsor, MD 21776
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Maryland Sheep Breeders Association
1126 Slingluff Road
New Windsor, MD 21776

www.

Maryland Sheep Breeders Association:
marylandsheepbreeders.org like

us!

Maryland Sheep & Wool Festival:
sheepandwool.org

The Maryland Sheep Breeders
Association Board of Directors
meets every other month (see page
14 for dates). Meetings are open to
members. For minutes of meetings
and meeting times, contact the
MSBA Secretary, Peter Austin,
jha111@verizon.net.

Membership application

Maryland Sheep Breeders Association
Name:
Farm Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Phone:
Email:
 Please include me in the MSBA Breeders Directory.
Web URL:
Breed(s):				

No. Ewes:

What do you offer?
 Breeding stock

 4-H club lambs

 Lamb for the freezer

 Ram leasing

 Fleeces		

 Roving

 Yarn			

 Blankets

 Crafts		

 Finished products & wearables

 Shearing services

 Other (attach details)

Send form and $25 check made payable to MSBA to Kris Thorne,
Membership Chair, 1130 Martin Drive, Westminster, MD 21157

Join the

Maryland Sheep Breeders Association
...and become part of an active organization that sponsors the Maryland Sheep & Wool Festival (the premier event of its kind in the
nation), the Maryland Wool Pool, Sheep Shearing School, various
youth activities, and a variety of educational functions.
Here are sponsored events and activities for 2016:
• April 15-16: Beginning Shearing School
• May 7-8: MD Sheep & Wool Festival (Check out the free Shepherd Seminars and Shepherd & Fiber Arts Workshops)
• June 22: Maryland Wool Pool (Timonium, State Fairgrounds)
• October 21: Annual Meeting & Dinner, Dutch’s Daughter
Restaurant, Frederick.
As a member you will:
• join an active and friendly community of shepherds.
• receive the quarterly Maryland Sheep News and keep up on events,
get educational articles, and have a local place to advertise.
• pay a reduced commission on all fleeces sold at the Maryland
Sheep & Wool Festival Fleece Show & Sale.
• be mailed a free copy of the Maryland Sheep & Wool Festival
catalog.
Annual membership/subscription fee: $25. (If you bring wool to the
Maryland Wool Pool, membership in MSBA is deducted on wool
sales over $40.) The membership year runs from October through
September. Dues for membership received prior to June 1, 2016,
will be accepted as paid through September 30, 2016. Dues received
on or after June 1 (including dues deducted at the Maryland Wool
Pool and the MD Sheep & Wool Festival) will be accepted as paid
through September 30, 2017.

